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Abstract:
Recently, several theories (Adams, 1971; Schmidt, 1975; Keele, 1973) have been developed to explain
the processes and mechanisms underlying the acquisition of motor behavior. Two separate constructs
have emerged to describe the role of central process in the initiation and production of a response and
the subsequent evaluation of the response. The current research attempted to test the constructs of
motor program or memory trace (for response initiation and production), and perceptual trace or
template (for response evaluation) using a perceptual-motor skill task. This task required the subject to
time and anticipate an external stimulus event. The predictability of the stimulus and the amount of
practice were the main variables manipulated. These variables should affect the development of a
motor program and an internal template for response evaluation.

The study consisted of four experimental conditions: short practice, fixed target speed; long practice,
fixed target speed; short practice, variable speed; and long practice, variable target speed. There were
10 females and 10 males in each of the four experimental groups.

The task required subjects to coordinate the interception of two dots on a cathode ray oscilloscope. The
dots moved in a linear, but perpendicular pattern where the target dot moved in a vertical plane and the
cursor dot (controlled by the subject) moved in a horizontal plane. The response measure was the
Algebraic Error in milliseconds, or the difference in arrival times of the cursor and target dots.

The task consisted of two phases in which each subject performed a series of practice trials followed by
30 test trials.

During the practice trials the subject viewed the entire movement of the target dot. It should be noted
that all feedback channels were available to all subjects in the practice session. However, during the
test trials the subject only viewed the onset of target dot movement. The remainder of the path was
masked from view.

Three statistically significant results were found. First, performance over test trials became more
proficient. This result indicates that subjects were able to learn to predict the stimulus movement when
it was masked out and initiate the appropriate response. Second, subjects in the long practice conditions
performed better than those in the short practice conditions. Subjects in the long practice conditions
abstracted the pertinent information concerning the nature of the criterion response and stimulus
movement, which led to the development of an adequate response schema and internal model. And
third, subjects in the fixed target speed conditions performed better than subjects in the variable target
speed conditions. This result indicates that constant, predictable target speed during practice conditions
enabled the subjects to develop a correct stimulus-response template which aided performance on the
test trials.

One important contribution of this study is the extension of the constructs which in the past have been
developed using simple tasks to a more complex task involving the timing and anticipation of external



stimulus events. More importantly, however, this study empirically supports the notion of separate
mechanisms for the selection and initiation of a response through a motor program and a separate error
detection and correction mechanism. 
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ABSTRACT
Recently, several theories (Adams, 1971; Schmidt, 1975;

Keele, 1973) have been developed to explain the processes and 
mechanisms underlying the acquisition of motor behavior. Two 
separate constructs have emerged to describe the role of central 
process in the initiation and production of a response and the 
subsequent evaluation of the response. The current research at
tempted to test the constructs of motor program or memory trace 
(for response initiation and production), and perceptual trace or 
template (for response evaluation) using a perceptual-motor skill 
task. This task required the subject to time and anticipate an 
external stimulus event. The predictability of the stimulus and 
the amount of practice were the main variables manipulated. These 
variables should affect the development of a motor program and an 
internal template for response evaluation.

The study consisted of four experimental conditions: short
practice, fixed target speed; long practice, fixed target speed; 
short practice, variable speed; and long practice, variable tar
get speed. There were 10 females and 10 males in each of the four 
experimental groups.

The task required subjects to coordinate the interception.of 
two dots on a cathode ray oscilloscope. The dots moved in a lin
ear, but perpendicular pattern where.the target dot moved in a 
vertical plane and the cursor dot (controlled by the subject) 
moved in a horizontal plane. The response measure was the Alge
braic Error in milliseconds,  ̂or the difference in arrival times 
of the cursor and target dots.

The task consisted of two phases in which each subject per
formed a series of practice trials followed by 30 test trials. 
During the practice trials the subject viewed the entire move
ment of the target dot. It should be noted that all feedback 
channels were available to all subjects in the practice session. 
However, during the test trials the subject only viewed the onset 
of target dot movement. The remainder of the path was masked from 
view.

Three statistically significant results were found. First, 
performance over test trials became more proficient. This result 
indicatesvthat subjects were able to learn to predict the stimulus 
movement when it was masked out and initiate the appropriate response 
Second, subjects in the long practice conditions performed better 
than those in the short practice conditions. Subjects in the long
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practice conditions abstracted the pertinent information concern
ing the nature of the criterion response and stimulus movement, 
which led to the development of an adequate response schema and 
internal model. And third, subjects in the fixed target speed 
conditions performed better than subjects in the variable target 
speed conditions. This result indicates that constant, predic
table target speed during practice conditions enabled the sub
jects to develop a correct stimulus-response template which aided 
performance on the test trials.

One important contribution of this study is the extension of 
the constructs which in the past have been developed using simple 
tasks to a more complex task involving the timing and anticipation 
of external stimulus events. More importantly, however, this study 
empirically supports the notion of separate mechanisms for the 
selection and initiation of a response through a motor program 
and a separate error detection and correction mechanism.

J



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Skilled motor behavior is a vital component of man’s total 

behavioral repertoire, in that most events in daily life center 
around skilled movement. In fact, motor behavior is found in 
practically all activities ranging from gross body movement such 
as walking and running, to verbal behavior, and to the complex 
manipulation of tools and objects in man-machine systems. Re
cently, many researchers (e.g., Adams, 1971; Dorfman, 1972; Keele, 
1968; Schmidt, 1968; among others) have studied human performance 
in an attempt to understand the characteristics and underlying 
mechanisms of perceptual-motor behavior. The present research 
represents an extension of this line of investigation. Specifi
cally, it explores one critical process in skills; that of the 
development of an internal model or standard, and the error de
tection/correction mechanism which compares desired performance 
with actual performance.

In order to study the underlying processes and mechanisms of 
perceptual-motor skill behavior, it may be useful to identify and 
describe the distinguishing characteristics of skills. Skilled 
motor behavior consists of complex, highly organized series of 
movements. Although skilled behavior can be defined in various 
ways, certain characteristics seem to appear repeatedly in the 
definitions that have been offered. These identifying character
istics include anticipation, timing, receptor-effector feedback
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processes, and spatial-temporal patterning (Fitts, 1964). Other 
researchers stress learning and the goal-directed characteristic 
of skillso As an example, Whiting (1972) defines skilled behavior 
as follows: i

i „ .complex, central and motor mechanisms which through the 
process of learning have come to be organised and co-ordinated 
in such a way as to achieve predetermined objectives with 
maximum certainty (p.269).
Fitts (1964) also places emphasis on the patterning and or

ganization of the behavior process. The receptor-effector 
feedback processes must be highly organized both spatially and 
temporally in skilled responses. Thus, theoretical explanations 
of motor behavior should attempt to explain how the spatial and 
temporal organization (or patterning) is achieved.

The role of timing is a critical aspect of human motor per
formance. Timing is the process of initiating a response sequence 
at the best and most accurate moment, and coordinating muscular 
movements to insure precision and smoothness of response (Dorfman, 
1972). According to Schmidt (1968), correct timing is observed 
in two main categories of performance. The first situation in
volves the movement of musculature in such a way that the result
ant movement is well coordinated, such as the movement required 
in walking. The second situation involves responding simultane
ously with some external event, such as hitting a baseball.
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Obviously these categories are not mutually exclusive, as the 
first aspect of timing must be present in the second.

Proper timing in situations involving an external event ob
viously requires the anticipation of that future event. Antici
pation is therefore the expectation or prediction of the occur
rence of some future stimulus event. Thus, the predictability of 
the stimulus event is important for anticipation as well as timing 
(Dorfman, 1972)„ The process, of anticipation occurs when a person 
has the opportunity to preview the forthcoming event, and can 
therefore prepare for the response (e.g., a car driver planning 
ahead for an approaching curve). Anticipation may also occur 
when a person is not able to view the stimulus in advance but in
stead can learn the identifying aspects of the stimulus. The 
predictability of the stimulus would be important in tasks re
quiring a series of responses with minimal preview. Anticipation 
may also involve effectors, as in the case of predicting various 
positions of the limbs as the movement sequence unfolds.

Although many characteristics of skilled behavior such as 
timing have been identified, the internal processes and mechanisms 
responsible for skilled motor performance are not nearly as well 
understood. A few of the important questions are the following: 
What nervous system processes as well as skeletal-musculature 
functions are responsible for performing and learning a movement? 
How can the movement be repeated and improved? What allows a

O
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movement to become automatic and less influenced by cognitive 
functions? How are correct movements maintained and incorrect 
movements corrected? Many models of skilled behavior have been 
developed to integrate the existing facts about movement processes, 
and to determine what mechanisms and processes must be operating 
to insure skilled performance..

Recently, several theories have been developed to explain 
the richness and complexity of skills, including Adams' (1971) 
closed-loop theory of motor learning, and both Keele's (1973) and 
Schmidt's (1975) models. The main characteristics of each of these 
conceptual models will be described in the following sections.

Adams (1971) notes three general aspects of motor learning 
that should be dealt with by any theory: I) the interaction of
both motor and non-motor response classes as response systems 
(cognitive and motor), 2) an adequate conceptualization of the 
nature and use of knowledge of results, and 3) the process of 
error detection and correction. Further, he distinguishes be
tween open and closed-loop models of motor learning. The former 
are typified by Lashley's (1951) conceptualization of the central 
organization of response sequences, later called motor programs.
In all open loop systems (such as the motor program concept), 
there is an input event, the. system acts on the input, and the 
system generates an output. .There is no feedback or mechanism 
for error regulation. In contrast to open loop systems, closed- ■
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loop systems include a feedback loop plus an error detection and 
correction mechanism, whereby discrepancies between the standard 
and the output are detected and corrected, if necessary, making 
the system self-regulating. An example of a closed-loop system 
is a household heating system in which the thermostat acts as a 
sensor for temperature discrepancies. The discrepancies between 
desired temperature (thermostat setting) and actual temperature 
are monitored, and the furnace is activated when the difference 
between actual and preferred temperatures is greater than some, 
predetermined value. Adams (1971) prefers a closed-loop theory, 
emphasizing error detection and correction through feedback 
mechanisms.

Knowledge of results (information concerning the outcome of 
a response) is an important component of Adams' closed-loop theory 
of motor learning. In motor skill acquisition, knowledge of re
sults can be used to modify a movement pattern to achieve more 
accurate performance. Two types of knowledge of results that can 
be given are: I) qualitative, which is usually dichotomous in
nature and lacks detail (e.g., too fast or too slow); and 2) 
quantitative, which is in the form of scaled numerical information 
(e.g., 50 milliseconds too fast). In this respect, knowledge of 
results mainly serves an informational role, permitting corrections 
that eventually will result in increased accuracy of response.

Adams (1971) describes two memory states which are critical
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to M s  theory: the memory trace and the perceptual trace. The
memory trace is a mechanism that operates to select and initiate 
the response. The perceptual trace is a reference mechanism 
that is composed of memory representations of past movements. It 
acts as a matching device through which the memory of a recent 
movement can be compared to the memory of past movements. Adams' 
justification for the separate constructs of memory and perceptual 
traces lies in the distinction that response activation and evalu
ation require independent internal mechanisms.

The memory trace is an open loop construct since it operates 
without feedback. It is a type of motor program that selects and 
executes a response rather than controlling a longer sequence.
In a single motor movement, recall and recongition are separate 
processes. Motor recall is based on the memory trace, and is the 
beginning of a movement. Response recognition is the awareness . 
of whether or not the movement is correct, which comes about as 
a result of comparing the specific trace to the perceptual trace, 
the second memory state proposed by Adams (1971).

The perceptual trace is the stored representations of feed
back (kinesthetic, visual, etc.) of all motor responses to a spe
cific event. A distribution of traces is generated from a series 
of movements or trials in a motor task. That is, motor behavior 
on each trial establishes a trace, and the accumulation of traces 
form this distribution. Responses are attempted which approximate
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the specified correct response (i.e., those responses which close
ly resemble the required movement). The perceptual trace (i.e., 
the distribution of all feedback traces) is used by the individual 
as an internal reference mechanism for adjusting the next movement 
with the aid of the knowledge of results just received. Sources 
of feedback for the perceptual trace include proprioception, tac
tual, pressure, auditory, and visual information. As hypothesized, 
the strength of the internal reference mechanism increases as a 
positive function of experiencing feedback on each trial. Thus 
repetition of correct responses will increase the trace strength 
of the correct response, thereby decreasing the standard deviation 
of the distribution of traces for all responses.

According to AdamsT (1971) theory, learning occurs when the 
person compares the knowledge of results just received on a trial 
to the perceptual trace (internal reference mechanism) in order 
to evaluate the response just produced. Then, on the next trial, 
the individual can adjust his or her movement in the direction of 
the correct movement response. Adams calls this early phase of 
learning the "verbal-motor stage", since corrections are made on 
the basis of verbal transformations of knowledge of results. The 
verbal-motor stage of acquisition ends when the perceptual trace 
is strong: that is, when error is within acceptable limits and
the criterion response has been repeated a certain number of times. 
At this point, the perceptual trace can replace verbal knowledge
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of results as a relatively large amount of training has occurred. 
Learning should then be able to continue on the basis of internally 
stored information. For maintenance of the criterion at the ad
vanced stage the person must be aware that the present movement 
is not discrepant with the internal reference. Knowledge of 
results then, is no longer needed because the person continues his 
or her movement until he or she "knows” it matches the perceptual 
trace.

In the early verbal-motor stage the distribution of percep
tual traces has a large standard deviation. As learning passes 
into the motor stage, this distribution should have a smaller 
standard deviation; the dominant mode of correct responses is 
established, thus resulting in a criterion response resistant to 
forgetting.

According to this theory, the "motor stage" is the final 
stage of motor skill acquisition where external knowledge of re
sults can be withheld without a decrement in performance. In the 
progression from the verbal-motor stage to the motor stage, con
scious behavior processes eventually become less important.

Recent experiments testing this theory have used independent 
variables which are presumed to affect the development of the in
ternal reference or error detection/correction mechanism and motor 
programs. Adams and Goetz (1973) employed a linear, self-paced 
task to study the role of practice and feedback in error detection
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and correction. They hypothesized that error detection and cor
rection would improve as a function of both feedback and practice. 
To test this notion, subjects were required to move a slide along 
a track for a specified distance. In one experiment, four inde
pendent groups performed the error detection task under either 
minimal or augmented feedback conditions with either two or ten 
trials of practice. Since a basic assumption of AdamsT (1971) 
theory is that a person is capable of detecting errors, error 
detection was measured by the percentage of correct responses in 
distinguishing between the criterion and error movements in a two- 
choice discrimination task. The results demonstrated that prac
tice benefitted performance only when feedback was augmented.
That is, when feedback channels were reduced (by blocking visual 
and auditory cues), practice had little effect on performance. 
Augmented feedback (all feedback channels available to the subject) 
produced better performance than minimal feedback. These findings 
support Adams’ assumption that feedback and practice are important 
determinants of the internal reference.

In a second experiment, Adams and Goetz (1973) used the same 
design with correction rather than error detection as the primary 
task. The task involved reproducing a criterion movement after 
practicing a movement to a stop. The stop was then removed and 
the subject was required to move the slide to the length of the 
criterion movement. Amount of error, the difference between the
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criterion and reproduced movements, was the performance measurement. 
Results indicated that feedback was a significant variable for er
ror correction, since groups receiving augmented feedback performed 
better than groups receiving minimal feedback. In this study prac
tice alone was not a significant variable. However, when augmented 
feedback was available, practice enhanced performance. Adams 
and Goetz concluded that these studies verified the closed-loop 
theory of motor learning since the perceptual trace (internal 
reference) is a positive function of the amount of feedback and 
practice available, and practice improves performance only when 
adequate feedback channels are available.

Rather than using a self-paced movement as did Adams (19,71) 
and Adams and Goetz (1973), Schmidt and White (1972) used a rapid 
ballistic movement (i.e., a movement with duration less than 200 
milliseconds) for the task of moving a slide a specified distance 
along a track in a prescribed amount of time. In this type of 
movement, feedback from the response cannot be used to alter the 
movement, since the total response time is too short. Hence, the 
ballistic movement task was used in order to examine aspects of 
motor program movement (memory trace) without having the percep
tual trace (internal reference mechanism) influence the ongoing 
motion. It was postulated that the ballistic movement is pro
duced by the memory trace (motor program) alone since once the■ 
movement is initiated, it is too rapid to be concomitantly
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affected by feedback^. The strength of the trace was estimated 
by measuring objective error in movement time (the difference 
between the subject's movement time and criterion movement time). 
In this situation, the perceptual trace would have the role of 
evaluating the adequacy of the response just produced. The mea
sure used to account for the strength of the perceptual trace was 
the extent of agreement between the subject’s actual response 
time (objective time) and the subject’s guess about his or her 
movement time after each trial (subjective time). Over trials 
the discrepancy between objective and subjective error decreased.

The results of the Schmidt and White (1972) study using 
both objective error and the difference between objective and 
subjective error demonstrated the development of an error detec
tion mechanism. Also, when knowledge of results is withdrawn, 
performance is maintained and there is a small tendency for learn
ing to occur without knowledge of results. This is consistent 
with Adams’ (1971) theory whereby performance should be main
tained after knowledge of results is withdrawn when a strong per
ceptual tracer has been established.

Schmidt and Wrisberg (1973) also tested various aspects of 
Adams’ closed-loop theory of motor learning. Considering Adams’
.v !Recent evidence (Evarts & Tanji, 1974) indicates that feed

back can be used for fine, graded adjustment in preselected re
sponses, but changing the response does, in fact, require more 
than 200 milliseconds.
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prediction that the error detection mechanism depends on quality 
of sensory feedback received during learning, Schmidt and Wrisberg 
eliminated certain feedback channels (vision and audition) during 
learning. In using a ballistic movement for the task, elimination 
of feedback should not influence response production but should 
.result in a weaker error detection mechanism. Also, when know
ledge of results is withheld, the person "substitutes" his or her 
own error detection mechanism, since the ability to maintain per
formance should decrease as feedback channels are progressively 
eliminated.

The Schmidt and Wrisberg findings did not support Adams'
(1971) prediction that the development of the error detection 
mechanism is dependent on the quality of feedback. Also, those 
results did not support the notion that withholding knowledge of

4results late in practice should result in maintained performance 
along with more proficient performance by groups with standard 
feedback. Some findings, however, were consistent with Adams' 
closed-loop theory of motor learning. First, diminished feedback 
in learning lowered the resistance to the effects produced by 
withholding knowledge of results. These data imply that the 
perceptual trace (error detection mechanism) is based on response 
produced feedback. Second, the strength of the error detection 
mechanism increased with practice. Thus the overall findings of 
Schmidt and Wrisberg (1973) offered only partial support for
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AdamsT (1971) theory.

Although Keele had not proposed an inclusive model of motor 
skill learning until recently (Keele & Summers, in press), his 
discussion of motor programs, templates, and internal models is 
germane to the present research. Keele (1973) in a similar vein 
as Adams, has also suggested that in movement (or motor) perform
ance, the use of visual information as feedback for.corrective 
movements serves a different role and generally becomes less im
portant as a function of increased practice. As a motor skill 
is learned, movements become structured so that direct visual 
control is no longer important, and hence, other mechanisms gain 
movement control. That movement sequences do not always require 
feedback for execution is illustrated by research on animals (such 
as birds) showing no deterioration in performance as a result of 
the elimination of kinesthetic feedback (i.e., feedback from 
joint senses, tendon receptors, and cutaneous senses) and visual 
feedback (Nottebohm, 1970; Wilson, 1961). Keele (1973) and 

others (Schmidt, 1968; for example) conclude that the patterning 
of motor behavior must by represented in the brain or spinal cord 
in the form of a motor program. According to Keele (1968), a. mo
tor program is a hypothetical set of muscle commands that are 
established prior to the beginning of the movement sequence.
These commands allow the sequence to be initiated and at times 
completed without relying on peripheral feedback. Keele (1973)
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further clarifies the notion of motor program as follows:

As a motor program is executed, neural impulses are sent 
to the appropriate muscles in proper sequence, timing and 
force, as predetermined by the program, and the neural im
pulses are largely uninfluenced by the resultant feedback 
(p. 124).
Keele (1973) points out that one critical aspect in motor 

skill learning (i.e., at least skills having regular and predic
table movements) is the construction of a motor program. This 
concept of a motor program* that is uninfluenced by the feedback 
from the actual motor response is quite congruent with Adams1 
(1971) notion of a memory trace. In Keele1s concept of the motor 
program, feedback is necessary in the activation, monitoring, ad
justing, and also the learning of the motor program. In the learn
ing of a motor program for skilled performance, extrinsic feedback 
(i.e., feedback from outside of the organism) seems critical 
(Keele, 1973). Here extrinsic feedback can be compared to the 
role of knowledge of results in establishing what Adams (1971) 
calls the perceptual trace. The main difference between Adams' 
conception of the memory trace (modest motor program) and KeeleTs 
motor program is that the memory trace does not control long 
sequences of behavior. Hence the term "modest" motor program.

Keele (1973) discusses the external versus internal models 
or standards to which motor performance can be compared during
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and after acquisition of the skill. He defines an internal model 
as a model of skilled performance which is stored in memory. This 
internal model is somewhat analogous to the perceptual trace pro
posed by Adams (1971). After the motor program is established, 
the movement sequence becomes less dependent on feedback for ac
tivation. The memory representation of the movement is then com
pared to the internal model (Keele, 1973). In Adams’ terms, the 
motor response is compared to the reference mechanism (perceptual 
trace), and the person is aware of whether or not the movement is 
accurate. Thus, recent trends in the motor learning literature 
point to the establishment of two separate mechanisms for the 
production and evaluation of perceptual-motor responses.

Schmidt (1975) has proposed a schema theory for motor skill 
learning which incorporates Adams' (1971) theory, but is modified 
to account for theoretical inconsistencies and discrepant research 
findings in the original closed-loop theory. Borrowing from the 
verbal learning literature, Schmidt postulates a recall memory 
to evaluate response correctness. According to Schmidt, the 
schema is a hypothetical construct which refers to an abstraction 
of a set of stimuli related to movement production. Essentially, 
a schema is a set of rules, stored in memory, of critical aspects 
of a movement or class of movements. These critical aspects are 
stored in four types of informational memory constructs. The . 
schema is then referred to for movement production and evaluation.
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These four sources of information are as follows: I) initial
environmental and sensory conditions just prior to the movement,
2) response specifications (characteristics of the required re
sponse) for the motor program, 3) sensory consequences of the 
produced response, and 4) the outcome of the movement. When 
a number of movements have been made, the individual abstracts 
the pertinent information about the relationship of the four 
classes of information and thereby creates a response schema. A 
recall schema for response production is similar to Adams' (1971) 
notion of a.memory trace. The difference here seems to be that 
Schmidt's theory allows the individual to execute a movement which 
may be new, but similar to past movements, In referring to the 
recall schema the individual may abstract the similarities and 
execute the novel movement.

Schmidt (1975) postulates a recognition schema for response 
recognition. This recognition schema contains stored information 
concerning the relationship between the past outcomes and past 
sensory consequences of similar responses. While the movement 
is occurring and after the movement has occurred, the person 
makes comparisons between the expected sensory consequences (i.e., 
those consequences which are stored from past movements and are 
thus expected on next movements) and the actual sensory infor
mation occurring during the movement. If the expected and the 
actual information are different, error information is fed back
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to the schema, thus providing information about the response 
outcome.

The recognition schema is similar to Adams' (1971) percep
tual trace and Keele's (1973) internal reference mechanism. Ac
cording to Schmidt (1975), the expected sensory consequences are 
dependent upon establishing a relationship between the response 
outcome on past trials (which is determined by knowledge of re
sults and other reinforcement) and the sensory information (in 
the form of feedback) actually experienced. The strength of this 
recognition schema should increase as a function of knowledge of 
results received in initial practice and the feedback received on 
each trial.

The present research may be viewed as an outgrowth of the 
above implications of Adams' (1971), Keele's (1973), and Schmidt’s 
(1975) explanations of the processes and mechanisms involved in 
motor performance. Specifically, the current study was designed 
to evaluate several hypothetical constructs postulated by Adams, 
Keele, and Schmidt. ,Research designed to test the above models 
( especially Adams, 1971) has not supported all aspects of the 
models unequivocally. The research does, however, seem to be.an 
adequate representation of those processes involved in simple 
lever positioning tasks. It should be noted, however, that even 
though the research has so far been limited to those simple tasks, 
the models were developed to explain more complex skilled behavior
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The current research attempted to test the various constructs 

using a more complex'task, specifically, a two-phased task requir
ing the timing and anticipation of an external stimulus. The pre
dictability of the stimulus and the amount of practice were the 
variables manipulated in order to affect performance. The first 
phase consisted of a number of practice trials on an intercept 
task in which the subject was required to time the arrival of an 
external stimulus and make a response to that stimulus. In this 
phase, the subject would be expected to develop the capability 
for producing the proper movement response (memory trace, or mo
tor program) and also some sort of internal standard for response 
evaluation (perceptual trace or internal reference mechanism). In 
the second phase (test trials) the subject’s task remained essen
tially the same but features of the stimulus movement were degraded, 
requiring the use of a hypothesized motor schema developed in the 
practice trials. The task involved both the timing of responses 
and the anticipation of stimulus movement. If the hypothetical . 
constructs of motor schema, motor program, and perceptual traces 
are valid, the amount of practice and the predictability of sti
mulus movement should greatly affect performance. The following 
specific hypotheses were posed:
(1) Performance over trials will become more proficient, as in
dicated by smaller error scores.
(2) Long practice conditions will be superior to short practice
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conditions. Practice should contribute to the development of a 
strong internal reference mechanism.
(3) Fixed target speed will result in superior performance to 
variable target speed. This predicted finding would indicate 
the development of a strong internal reference for fixed speed 
conditions.



CHAPTER 2

METHOD
Subjects

Eighty student volunteers (40 females and 40 males) from 
Montana State University served as subjects and received extra 
credit for course work and/or $1.00 for participation. In ad
dition, they could earn additional money on the basis of their 
performance. Hand preference of the subject was not critical 
since the equipment could accomodate either right or left handed 
persons. There were 20 subjects (10 females and 10 males) in 
each of the four conditions.
Task

A perceptual-motor skill task was used in which the objec
tive was to coordinate the interception of two dots on a cathode 
ray oscilloscope screen by manipulating a slide control. The 
dots moved in a linear but perpendicular pattern: the target
dot (TDOT) in a vertical plane and the cursor dot (CDOT), which the 
subject controlled, in a horizontal plane. The movement of the 
slide corresponded to the horizontal movement of the CDOT on the 
screen in the ratio of 3:1, respectively. Under some of the ex
perimental conditions, the target moved at a constant rate which 
was varied systematically between 600 and 800 milliseconds (msec) 
in 50 msec increments. Other experimental conditions specified 
a fixed target rate of 700 msec. ;

The experimenter initiated an intercept trial by typing an
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appropriate key on the teletype after inquiring if the subject 
was ready for the next trial. A random delay of I to 3 seconds 
intervened between the activation of the key and the start of 
TDOT movement in order to minimize the timing cue afforded by 
the sound of the teletype key.
Apparatus

The apparatus used to implement this task consisted primar
ily of a perceptual-motor skill device and a mini-computer (Hew
lett-Packard Computer series 211X; in this particular case, the 
2116 was used). The system components included a time base 
generator, analog to digital converter, digital to analog con
verter, teletype, paper tape reader, and a cathode ray oscillo
scope. Figure I shows the system design and arrangement of the 
apparatus in the experimental laboratory.

The combined apparatus monitored the movement of a handle 
(slide) 10.16 cm (4") high, which was mounted on a standard table. 
The slide could travel horizontally a distance of from 0 to 114.30 
cm (0TT to 45") , although in the present study the critical move
ment was 30.48 cm (12"). The starting position of the slide for 
right-handed subjects was a rubber stop on the right hand side 
of the track; handle movement proceeded from right to left. If 
a subject preferred his or her left hand, the apparatus was in
ternally programmed on signal from the teletype to reverse the 
modality of the slide and the corresponding cathode ray oscillo-



1 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
2 MINI C O M P U T E R / DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER
3 CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE
,4 TELETYPE____________
5 PAPER TAPE READER

Figure I. Arrangement of apparatus in experimental laboratory.
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scope presentations. Left-handed subjects started the slide from 
the left hand stop and moved the slide from left to right.

Slide movement corresponded to the horizontal movement of 
the CDOT on the cathode ray oscilloscope which, upon signal from 
the teletype, was under the control of the subject. A second dpt, 
the TDOT, moved vertically a,long a motion line which was programmed 
and controlled by the computer. The intercept point was the point 
at which the vertical motion line of TDOT intercepted the hori
zontal motion line of CDOT.

The experimenter issued commands to the computer via the 
teletype. The teletype then triggered TDOT into motion toward 
the intercpt point at which time the subject advanced CDOT toward 
the intercept point by moving the slide. After both the CDOT and 
TDOT reached the intercept point, the computer calculated the dif
ference in arrival times; the teletype then printed out this error 
information. (For a more detailed technical description of this 
system, see Fitch, Note I.) The temporal output or "score" on a 
trial was thus the Algebraic Error (AE) defined as the difference 
in msec between the arrival time of the CDOT and the TDOT. If AE 
was positive, then TDOT arrived at the intercept point prior 
to CDOT. If AE was negative, then CDOT reached the intercept 
point before TDOT. If AE was zero, then both TDOT and CDOT 
reached the intercept point simultaneously.
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Experimental Design

There were two practice trial conditions. Long practice 
consisted of 20 intercept trials prior to the test trials, while 
short practice conditions consisted of 5 intercept trials prior 
to the test trials.

The two target speed conditions used in this study were 
"fixed” and "variable". "Fixed target speed" indicated the experi
mental groups in which the target speed was constant throughout 
the practice and test trials. Movement time of the stimulus, or 
TDOT, was 700 msec to the intercept point. "Variable target 
speed" indicated the experimental groups in which target speed 
varied from trial to trial. That is, the speeds were 600, 650, 
700, 750, and 800 msec, and were presented in a random order, but 
constant for all persons. It is important to note, however, that 
the speed on each trial remained at the same velocity throughout 
the trial. All groups were tested with a constant target speed 
of 700 msec during the test trials.

The experimental design was a mixed model analysis of vari
ance in which the target speed conditions (2 levels), the number 
of practice trials (2 levels), and test trial blocks constituted 
the principal experimental variables. Subjects were the nested 
random variable. Thus, the model used was a mixed model, double 
nested, unreplicated, four variable analysis of variance. Each 
subject was given only one of the four possible experimental
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conditions. Target speed and number of practice trials were the 
nesting fixed constants: that is, there were two target speed
conditions (fixed and variable) and two practice conditions (long 
and short). Trial blocks (consisting of 5 test trials each) was 
a fixed constant, with each subject receiving 30 test trials (6 
trial blocks). The response measure of performance was calculated 
using algebraic error (AE) in msec between the arrival of the TDOT 
at the intercept point and the subject's CDOT arriving at the 
intercept point. Algebraic error was then converted to absolute 
error in order to calculate mean error for each trial block. The 
30 test trials were collapsed into 6 trial blocks, each consisting 
of the mean for 5 consecutive trials.
Procedure

Each subject performed a series of practice trials (long 
or short), followed by a series of test trials. Each experimen
tal session contained 5 or 20 practice trials, depending upon the 
experimental treatment condition. Both the target movement and 
cursor movement were in view;during the practice trials. Follow
ing each of these trials, the subject was asked whether his or her 
response was a "hit", "early", or "late". An early response re
ferred to the arrival of the CDOT (controlled by the subject) at 
the intercept point before the TDOT (controlled by the computer); 
a late response referred to the reverse discrepancy (TD0T before 
CD0T). A hit was arbitrarily defined as a response that produced
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a TDOT - CDOT discrepancy no greater than ± 25 msec. The subject 
then received knowledge of results of the actual magnitude and 
direction of the error on that trial.

The test trials consisted of 30 trials in which the subject 
was able to view the onset of the target stimulus (TDOT, for 175 
msec; 2.54 cm), but not the remainder of the stimulus path which 
was masked out (for 525 msec; 7.62 cm). The subject attempted 
to intercept the TDOT even though most of the stimulus movement 
was obscured. As a result of: this masking procedure, visual feed
back regarding the adequacy of the interception was eliminated. 
After each test trial, the subject was asked to state whether 
his or her response was a hit, early, or late, as in the practice 
trials. Unlike the practice trials however, feedback concerning 
the adequacy of the response was given only in qualitative terms 
such as "hit", "early", or "Iaten. Quantitative knowledge of . 
results in msec was not available to the subject.

Each experimental session lasted approximately 20 minutes.
At the end of the session, tlje subject was paid an additional $.05 
for each hit achieved during the test trials. Although the sub
ject could earn up to $1.50 more than the initial $1.00 for 
participation, total payment for participation ranged from $1.:10 
to $1.75.



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS
Performance on each test trial was measured- in terms of 

algebraic error (AE) which was defined as movement time (MT) minus 
starting time (ST). Movement time was the time interval (in msec) 
from the subject’s initiation of the CDOT movement to its termina
tion at the intercept point. It should be noted that the distance, 
from the starting point of the CDOT to the intercept point on the 
cathode ray oscilloscope corresponded to a fixed distance of 30.48 
cm (12”) of the slide movement. Therefore the MT of the CDOT was 
isomorphic with the subject’s arm movement. Starting time was 
the time interval representing the TDOT’s movement from the time 
of the subject!s first movement of the CDOT to the TDOT’s arrival 
at the intercept point. Starting time, then, was a function of 
both the target speed and the.initial movement of the subject’s 
CDOT. The functional relationship between MT, ST, and AE was 
simply, AE = MT - ST. (This measurement of AE was originally 
developed by Schmidt (1972), who used a different skill task to 
develop a statistical method for evaluating the role of feedback 
in movement.) Negative AE indicated that the subject was too 
early in responding, that is, he or she moved the slide too ra
pidly and thus the CDOT arrived at the intercept point earlier 
than TDOT. A late response (positive AE) occurred when the sub
ject moved the slide (thus the CD0T) too slowly. In this case 
the TDOT reached the intercept point before the CD0T. Zero AE
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meant that both the CDOT and TDOT arrived at thec intercept point 
simultaneously and MT = ST.

As shown in Figure 2, subjects in the long practice condi
tions performed with less error than subjects in the short prac
tice conditions (F(1,76), = 9.891, p <01; see Table I). The dif
ference in performance between the practice groups remained fairly 
constant across trial blocks with an approximate range of 20 to 
4-0 msec.

As illustrated in Figure 3, subjects in the fixed target 
speed conditions displayed less performance error than those sub
jects in the variable target speed conditions. The main effect 
of target speed (fixed vs. variable) is also significant (F(l,76)
= 3.845, . 05<p<. 10.

Figdre 4 shows that performance over trial blocks improved as 
indicated by a significant decrease in performance error (F(5,380) 
=8.537, p<. 001). Performance error decreased across trial blocks ' 
indicating a learning effect.

Results indicated no significant interaction effects between 
any of the main variables, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 2. Mean absolute error over trial blocks as a function of practice.



Table I

Analysis of Variance of Absolute Error for a Four Variable Nested Model

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
Target Speed (B) 15,851.512 I . 15,851.512 3.845+
Practice (C) 40,774.668 I 40,774.668 9.891**
Target Speed X Practice (BXC) 90.824 I 90.824 6.022
Individuals (r/BC) 313,308.750 76 4,122.480
Trial Blocks (D) 39,482.969 5 7,896.594 8.537***
Target Speed X Trial Blocks (BXD) 3,935.228 5 787.045 0.851
Practice X Trial Blocks (CXD) 4,964.934 5 992.987 1.073
Target Speed X Practice 
X Trial Blocks (BXCXD) 4,973.242 5 994.648 1.075

Individuals X Trial Blocks (rD/BC) 351,501.313 380 925.003 -- ---

Total 774,883.188 479 1,617.710

+ .OS < P < .10
** p < .01
*** p< . 001
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION

The present research examined some of the internal processes 
postulated in recent theories and conceptual models of perceptual 
motor performance. One component which consistently occurs in all 
of the models is the development of a mechanism which is able to 
detect errors in performance by matching feedback from ongoing 
motor behavior to an internal template or model of the feedback 
in properly executed skills. In order to have smooth, errorless 
performance, this internal model (standard or template) must be 
built up through various feedback channels, knowledge of results, 
and practice such that the individual is able to abstract impor
tant information about the skill from each attempt (or trial) 
and incorporate the information into a viable internal template 
of perfect performance. Feedback from ongoing motor performance 
is compared to the template, and any discrepancy between.the feed
back and template leads to the correction of the motor program 
(which selects and initiates the response). Eventually, the mo- 
tor program will control the sequence of muscle commands for the 
desired response, and will become stabilized with further prac
tice. The present study manipulated two task variables (predic
tability of the stimulus and amount of practice) which were hypo
thesized to affect performance through these internal processes.

The results of this study supported all of the stated hypo
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theses. First, performance became more proficient over test 
trials. Performance error decreased significantly as the number 
of trials increased. In the test trials, visual feedback of the 
stimulus was masked out shortly after the onset of the target dot 
movement. Also, knowledge of results was degraded from quantita
tive to qualitative (e.g., from "50 msec too fast" to "too fast"). 
Still, subjects continued to learn the task. These data indicate 
that subjects substituted their own internal standard to augment 
the reduced feedback and knowledge of results afforded by the ex
perimental conditions. That is, subjects used the comparison of 
their current movement with the internal template of their past 
movements to detect any discrepancies between their ongoing re
sponse and the "ideal" response. Fixed target speed groups per
formed better than variable target speed groups even though they 
received the same amount of knowledge of results thereby support
ing the internal template construct in preference to the notion 
that performance improves only with knowledge of results.

Second, the groups in the long practice conditions performed 
with significantly less error than in the short practice condi
tions. In the long practice groups subjects had more practice 
trials in which to establish ̂ strong memory states of the criter
ion response. Since in the practice sessions all feedback channels 
and knowledge of results were available, those subjects in the 
long practice groups had increased opportunity to abstract the
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pertinent information concerning the nature of the criterion re
sponse. This enabled the subject to build a stronger motor pro
gram (recall schema, memory trace) for response selection and ini
tiation, while simultaneously establishing an internal template 
(perceptual trace or recognition schema) for detection and cor
rection of errors. In the present research, there were no signi
ficant interaction effects. Effectiveness of practice was not 
dependent on the availability of feedback as was found previously 
by Adams and Goetz (1973).

Third, the subjects in fixed target speed conditions per
formed better (on the test trials) than subjects in the variable 
target speed conditions. Considering that the task involved a 
stimulus which required the subject to time and anticipate an 
external event in order to respond accurately, the findings indi
cate that constant, predictable target speed during practice con
ditions (or training) is important for.learning skills with con
stant target speeds. With fixed target speed, subjects could on 
each trial abstract the predictable features of the external 
stimulus. Presumably, in building the two general memory states, 
the subject could recall the motion needed for response production 
and also could learn to recognize a, correct response.

In addition to the above findings, optimal performance oc
curred in the long practice, fixed target speed groups whereas 
the least proficient performance occurred in the short practice.
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variable target speed group. This particular finding is obvious
after examining Figure 5. In this case, the group that performed

-optimally had more time to become familiar with the requirements of 
the criterion movement including the initial conditions, the re
sponse specifipatibns, the sensory consequences of the movement, 
and. the response outcomes. These four typps of information were 
stored in memory such that on the test trials, subjects could 
match the memory of the moat current movement with the memory 
of past movements. With longer practice and fixed target speed 
during the practice trials, subjects could establish stronger 
meijiory representations of the. correct movement thus leading to 
better performance on the test trials.

Eptaminfng the results of this study in terms of the previously 
mentioned theories (Adams, 1971; Keele, 1973; Keele & Summers, in 
press; and Schmidt, 1975), one can find support for many of the 
processes and mechanisms underlying motor skill acquisition.
There appears fa be a trend in the recent theories and conceptual 
models, starting with Adams (1971) and continuing through Keele 
(1973), Keele and Summers (in press)? and Schmidt (1975), in 
Which the internal processes and mechanisms are depicted as tem
plates or schema type memory states. Schmidt's (1975) theory for 
discrete motor skill learning not only builds from and incorpor
ates ideas from Adams (1971) and Keele (1973), but also modifies 
those aspects of Adams' theory which are held to be internally
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inconsistent and not empirically supported. For instance, Adams’ 
(1971) theory was based on evidence from research employing slow 
positioning tasks. Since skilled motor behavior encompasses re
sponses from a wider range of behavior, this theory may be inade
quate for explaining responses other than the slow positioning 
type. Even though Schmidt’s theory was not published when the 
current research wa$ designed, the results seem particularly 
applicable to his theory. The bulk pf the following discussion 
considers the results of the present study in light of Schmidt’s 
theory with additional references to.Adams’ (1971) and Keele and 
Summers’ (in press) models of motor learning.

The purpose of having subjects participate in practice trials 
was to have them develop a recall schema (motor program or memory 
trace) for response production. That is, in all the groups, sub
jects had the opportunity to experience the desired response in 
order to build a mechanism for producing the correct response. . . 
When the subjects were required to respond on the test trials, 
the criterion response was the same as that made during the prac
tice trials. However, visual feedback was degraded. Thus the 
subjects had already experienced the initial conditions, and in 
most casps, the sensory consequences of the response.

The subject was qlso expected to build a recognition schema 
(perceptual trace or internal reference mechanism, or template) 
during the practice trials. This, schema compares sensory feedback
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to expected sensory consequences, thus providing the subject with 
information about the outcome of the response. In the present 
study, performance over test trials became more proficient, indi
cating a constant modification of the internal memory mechanisms. 
During and after each test trial, the subject could use sensory 
feedback and qualitative knowledge of results to modify the schema 
in order to produce a more correct response (i.e., decreasing per
formance error). Since (according to Schmidt, 1975) the expected 
sensory consequence rely on the development of the relationship 
between the response outcomes on past trials and the sensory 
feedback actually received on the present trial, the recognition 
schema (perceptual trace, internal reference mechanism, or template) 
should become stronger as a function of the amount and quality of 
feedback received after each. test.trial as well as the knowledge 
of results received during the practice trials. Hence, the amount 
of practice becomes important.

It follows, then, that greater practice should lead to a 
more accurate template of the correct response, given correct per
formance on the practice trials. After each trial, the sensory 
consequences are fed back to the internal template in order to 
determine the correctness of the response. Also, information 
from knowledge of results and the response outcome is matched to 
the template. If an error signal is present, the next response 
as well as the internal template is modified to reflect the
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criterion response. Indeed, the present research supports this 
reasoning. Practice was a significant main effect, with indivi
duals in the long practice groups performing better than those in 
the short practice groups.

Fixed target speed was also a significant main effect. With 
fixed target speed conditions during the practice trials, subjects 
could learn to time and anticipate the required test trial re
sponse on each practice trial, for the correct information about
the response was available to them on each trial. Information in 
the form of initial conditions and response specifications was 
consistent for each trial. Subjects could then compare the sensory 
consequences and actual outcome with the memory of past sensory 
consequences and the desired outcome via feedback and knowledge 
of results. Hence, fixed target speed was more expeditious than 
variable target speed in building the internal template or refer
ence mechanism for producing an error detection/correction mechan
ism. In turn, this comparison process should reduce performance 
error on later trials. With fixed target speed and visual feed
back available during practice trials, subjects learned to time

V' .and anticipate the movement.for .the test trials such that .with 
the removal of visual feedback (i.e.. , the masking out of most of 
the target stimulus path), the subject could' refer to the pre
viously developed recognition schema (internal standard) for match
ing a current response with past response memories. In addition.
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the qualitative knowledge of results available to the subject 
during the test trials.permitted enhancement of the monitoring 
process of the internal standard. Thus, positive transfer from 
practice to test trials was greater in the fixed than in the vari
able target speed conditions since the tasks in both practice and 
test trials were similar (except for the degraded visual feedback 
and knowledge of results in the test trials).

One primary contribution of this study to the understanding 
of motor skills lies in its extension of explanatory concepts 
developed using very simple tasks to more complex situations.
The concepts involved internal mechanisms and processes of error 
detection and correction in movement sequences. In the past, the 
types of tasks used were slow, self-paced movements as described 
by Adams and.his co-workers, or rapid, self-paced ballistic move
ments as described by Schmidt and his associates. By contrast, 
in the present study a rapid movement was required, in response 
to an external stimulus. Thus subjects had to time and antici
pate an external event in order to respond accurately.

Another contribution to the understanding of motor skills 
concerns the empirical support of the constructs of motor program 
(recall schema, memory trace) and internal reference mechanism 
(perceptual trace, recognition schema, template). Once subjects 
learned the correct physical movement, they had to rely on some 
internal structure for evaluation of their responses after each
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trial as visual feedback and knowledge of results were reduced.
.Since performance error decreased over trials we can assume that 

the subjects were becoming more accurate in matching their re
sponses to some internal standard. The results show that the 
hypothesized separation of memory constructs is useful in that 
subjects are able to perform the physical movement on the first 
test trial. The timing and anticipation of the masked out stimu
lus (response specification) need only be modified on the basis 
of inconsistences in matching response feedback and knowledge of 
results to an internal template.

The current trend in the motor skill literature appears to 
be toward the development of theories of motor learning from an . 
eclectic point of view., incorporating constructs from verbal learn
ing, information processing, and previous motor skill theories.
That is, in order to understand the underlying mechanisms and 
processes, motor learning theorists (e.g., Schmidt, 1975) are 
modifying and extending existing theories (e.g., Adams, 1971).
These improved models and theories have new implications for the 
training of motor skills in placing emphasis on the development 
of an internal template of correct performance, as well as using 
practice and feedback to augment the development of the internal 
template.

The current research has broadened the scope of the above 
theories by including the timing and anticipation of tasks
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involving external stimuli. Of course, further research is needed 
to investigate other aspects important to this type of task. For 
example, fixed target speed during practice trials was a signifi
cant variable for performance on a fixed target speed task in this, 
study. Research is needed to determine if varied target speed 
during practice trials would be important for learning tasks 
having varied target speeds on the test trials. A real-life exam
ple of such a task would be a soccer player learning to kick a ball 
rolling toward him or her at differing speeds. This task would 
involve the timing and anticipation of an external stimulus (the 
ball) with speeds changing from trial to trial.

Also, further research should be carried out to establish 
the. critical amount of practice for a particular class of tasks.. 
What, for example, is the functional relationship between the 
amount of practice and the acquisition of accurate performance on 
a task?

The need for further research becomes apparent when the mo
tor skill literature is reviewed. It seems now that viable theor
ies and models are being developed to explain the development and 
acquisition of motor skills. However, the end product should not 
only be the theories and models alone, but also advance knowledge 
in the training of motor skills and the improvement of training
techniques. Since the more recent theories emphasize templates

,or internal models, how does skill acquisition develop with respect
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to the accurate copying of external models of performance? For 
example, one pervasive training technique used by athletic coaches 
is to demonstrate the skill as it should be performed. In our 
terms, this performance demonstration refers to the external model. 
Consequently, the relationship of practice and knowledge of results 
to skill acquisition should be considered as critical variables 
necessary for the development of the templates and models needed 
to eventually establish the motor program. As Keele (1973) notes, 
one of the functions of feedback should be to more expeditiously 
develop these internal models. Obviously, more research is needed 
to cull the variables critical to the development of templates,. 
Also, the exact nature of the template is unclear: is it a model
of correct performance, or a distribution of kinesthetic and visu- ■ 
al traces of previous movements, or perhaps an abstraction of those 
processes as Schmidt's schema theory hypothesizes.

In conclusion, the present study not only supports notions 
of templates and feedback matching with simple linear positioning 
tasks, but also contributes a new dimension to the current motor 
skill research by employing a more complex class of motor behavior 
tasks. In a sense a new starting point has been established for 
investigating broader categories of motor skill tasks, as well, as 
the mechanisms and processes underlying motor skill behavior.
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